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Animals Around the World 
 

Making a Terrarium  

We hope to build a self-sustaining terrarium/ glass garden which is a clear container 

used for growing plants. In it we will put plants that we will research on our chrome 

books to be  self-sustaining. We hope to discover what fauna need to survive in such an 

environment.   

Goal: Environmental Learning, STEM, Media and Technology 
 

Building an Ecosystem 

As we discuss the many environments around the world and the animals that live in 

them, the students will work safely in groups to create a desert, forest, grassland, and 

tundra ecosystem inside a shoebox. They will present their work before the friends in 

our program.  

Goal: Global Learning, Environmental Learning, Social Emotional Development/ 

Character Education 
 

Outdoor Adventure Hunt 

Moving throughout our playground, students will take part in a search for animals 

found in our environment; birds, bugs, worms, etc. 

Goal: Health and Wellness;  Environmental Learning  
 

Marble Art 

As we learn together about what animals use camouflage and why it is important, the 

students will make marble art (painting with balls and marbles) of the animals of their 

choice. 

Goal: Arts and Culture 
 

Donations to our Local Animal Shelter  

We will help Lakeland Animal Shelter with our donations of items on their wish list used 

to care for the needs of the animals. 

Goal: Service Learning 
 

Peek-in to a Zoo 

The students will come up with questions to email a zoo keeper. We will look in on zoo 

animals using real-time cam opportunities. 

Goal: Language, Literacy, and Numeracy; Media and Technology 
 

Visit and Correspond 

The students will participate in a virtual visit and have the opportunity to correspond 

with an Advanced Wildlife Rehabilitator, Wildlife Biologist working with the           

Fellow Mortals Wildlife Hospital in Lake Geneva. 

Goal: Environmental Learning; Language, Literacy and Numeracy 


